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Objective
ActiveVisor is an enterprise management solution that delivers a Centralized Management
Console for monitoring and managing ActiveImage agents deployed in large-scale business
organizations.
Management of a large number of client machines requires securing and allocating proper
resources. The larger the organization, the higher in operating costs and resources. Manually
managing licenses of the respective agents includes complex and time-consuming tasks such
as the monitoring of support expiry and keeping track of user licenses validity period.
As a solution for the problem, ActiveVisor is designed with an effective set of tools for
centralized management and monitoring of a large number of agents, meeting increasing
demands from customers for an efficient management tool.
ActiveVisor’s management capabilities collect and monitor the health status of the networked
managed clients, primarily for managing backup tasks and schedules.
ActiveVisor collects the status information of the respective managed clients for data
analysis.
ActiveVisor monitors managed clients to detect irregularities of managed client task status.
Based on the results of data analysis, ActiveVisor provides a visual representation of the
status information to enable administrators to instantly realize an irregularity.
Use ActiveVisor’s console to take immediate corrective action of a failed backup task
detected on a managed client, solving a problem or an alert issued without the need for
physical visit to the managed client system.
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Overview
When you talk about the health status of a managed client machines, there is no doubt that
the current backup status is quite important. The mission of client’s backup management in
business enterprise or an organization entails proper, timely and successful execution of
backup tasks configured on the entire network of managed clients. Management of backup
task execution on a large number of source managed clients one by one is time-consuming
and arduous task for system administrators.
The backup management duties involve physical visits, log-on to the client systems, and
starting and configuring the application. The same holds true even if remotely accessing the
client systems.

Besides, you’ll need to have a comprehensive view and management capabilities to monitor
available space in backup storage, optimized network load balance and flattened backup
execution time, etc. You may need to offload resource demands on backup source machines
by redistributing the system resource consumption across the entire system including
mission-critical and server systems.
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Due to an unexpected flaw in backup schedule, insufficient resources on the backup source
machine or insufficient space in destination storage, execution of a backup task could fail.
Even in such an event, the system administrator may have overlooked this discrepancy and
realized, only after a system failure that no backup file had been created on a timely basis.
This is the worst scenario that provides no alternative solution. Unless you are kept updated
with the current backup health status, ensuring continuous execution of backup tasks
according to the schedule you specified, then backup loses its meaning.
Other than backup task execution, system administrator’s duties include monitoring the
current status of the client systems, OS installation, and whether the client machines are in
normal status or not.

ActiveVisor enables you to monitor the status of client machines over the network, while
staying seated, and without the need for physical visit to the client machines.
For example, ActiveImage Protector needs to be installed on new client replacement
machines. Without ActiveVisor, installing ActiveImage Protector on the new client machines
would have to be performed one by one. The Push Install feature built in to ActiveVisor
enables you to select client machines in which ActiveImage Protector is not installed. Upon
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completion of ActiveImage Protector installation, you can add those client machines to the
managed client list.
Deploy task settings to client machines with ActiveVisor to create task setting templates. If
managing the client machines with an identical configuration, deployment of a fixed
configuration file to those machines should not be a problem. However, if there are client
machines of different configurations, creating a variety of configuration files for the different
types of client machines could be tedious and prone to error.
By creating templates of default client settings and making changes accordingly as the
situation demands, you can efficiently deploy the client settings to client machines.
Backup task templates should include the default settings such as backup source drive or
volume, backup options, i.e., enabling deduplication compression, script implementation to
run before and or after snapshots are taken, etc. The created templates are deployed to the
managed clients and saved as ActiveImage Protector’s settings file on client machines.
ActiveVisor makes corrections for the slight differences of drive configuration on the
respective client machines. The start time of backup tasks are automatically changed by
shifting the timing.
The schedule settings in the schedule template are configured in the same manner as in
ActiveImage Protector.
Client settings templates can include the default settings and functional limitations for client
machines. The combined use of a deployed template and backup schedule enables you to
execute automated ActiveImage Protector backup tasks.
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In the ActiveVisor client list, detailed information is provided for the respective clients.
During the backup task execution, the progress bar displays the status of the backup task.
You also have the option to start, pause or stop the backup task.
The Alert column in the client list displays an indicator when a backup task has failed or has
not successfully completed for an extended period of time, etc., alerting you of the problem.
Further details from the clients inform you of the cause of the problem, so appropriate
corrective action from the same ActiveVisor console can be taken. For example, if a problem
is caused by insufficient available space in the destination storage, you’ll need to delete
unnecessary files and recover the storage space. As for problems caused by network load
balancing, you can shift the timing of the backup task execution. When ActiveImage updates
are available, you can push-install the update on the managed clients.
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Components of ActiveVisor
ActiveVisor is composed of agents, console and database.
Agent and database should be installed on the same machine that ActiveVisor is installed in
order to work as the Manager Server.
The Manager Server adds the computers registered in Active Directory and were / are
operating within the last 90 days to the list. The client machines which ActiveImage
Protector (b6500 or later) installed are added to the managed list.
ActiveImage Protector agents on client computers push the client‘s information to
ActiveVisor. Based on the information ActiveVisor monitors the clients’ updated status
information, collects logs and runs commands.
The information and search results of the respective client machines are saved in the
ActiveVisor database. ActiveVisor, built with a light-enough and less-loaded database, does
not require a dedicated server or custom configuration. Most traditional management servers
communicate with a separate database server for saving the configured settings. ActiveVisor,
a centralized management tool for ActiveImage Protector, is designed mainly to run log
search tasks and is configured with light database.
Manager Server collects data from managed client machines, provides a visual representation
of statistical information based on accumulated log data. ActiveVisor monitors whether the
client machines are in normal status or not, issues alerts, monitors real-time status
information, deploys backup and schedule profiles to client machines, runs commands, and
enables centralized management of backup schedules and task execution.
The data collected by Manager Sever is substantial in volume but not solely informative. The
ActiveVisor provides a visual representation of statistical information after processing the
accumulated data. For example, you can detect alerted status of a client at a glance of the
console. Other than monitoring, ActiveVisor facilitates centralized management of
configuring, deploying backup task settings and task execution, etc.
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Console
Agent
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Main Features
Manager Server
The PC on which ActiveVisor is installed serves as Manger Server.
Manager Server communicates with the client machines on which the agent is installed,
collects information of client agents, obtains license status information, etc. Agents on client
machines are, in fact, the ActiveImage Protector service. The ActiveVisor’s features are
integrated to the service. From this point of view, ActiveVisor provides management and
monitoring client PC’s as well as remote management of ActiveImage Protector backup tasks.
Traditional monitoring agents provide monitor features only, which is not a useful tool by
itself. ActiveVisor designed to manage ActiveImage Protector agents which provide backup
feature appears totally reasonable.
As a matter of course, the ActiveImage Protector service has full control of all functions of
ActiveImage Protector. The operations using interfaces such as the local GUI, remote
communication GUI and command line interface are transferred to the ActiveImage Protector
service and executed.

In the same manner, ActiveVisor remotely communicates and

operates client agents. The ActiveImage Protector service runs on client machines, and
ActiveVisor in principle offers every functionalities that ActiveImage Protector offers.
However, the current version of ActiveVisor provides a Monitor feature, a Create and Deploy
backup, and a vStandby task feature.

The client agents are full-featured with ActiveImage

Protector 2018 b6500 or later versions, while an earlier version has functional limitations and
provides the status monitoring only. Manager Server may be installed on multiple PCs and
works independently. ActiveVisor provides Web Server feature which can be operated using
a browser-based console. Deployment of ActiveVisor’s Management Servers on the
respective sites enables to centralize the management of the multiple sites from one site by
using the browser-based console.
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Console (Operation Button)
The Console provides a visual representation of the status information collected by Manager
Server. Deploy backup settings to client machines via the agent, operate to start backup
tasks on client machines, etc. The console provides easy access to the respective features
such as Backup, Schedule, vStandby, Agent Settings, Deploy, Push Install, Add Computer.
Event History is commonly displayed in the lower part of the respective tabs. The upper side
of the console displays tabs for Dashboard, Clients, Destination, and File Recovery.
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Site Configuration
Configure agent settings for Site Configuration of ActiveVisor Manager Server.



Site Configuration
Configure the settings for Site Name, Site Location, the credential information for
authenticating the access to Active Directory.
The client information is obtained from Active Directory using the information
configured here.



General Settings
Configure the settings for automatically purging Event Log information.
If you use a proxy server for internet access, select this option and configure the
settings.
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Notifications
Configure settings for ActiveVisor to send E-Mail notifications. To send a task
summary, you’ll need to select a template to customize the contents.



Storage Devices
Deploy a backup task then configure the settings for a storage destination. The
destination detected from the log information of a client machine is automatically
registered.
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Hypervisors
Register hypervisors for ActiveVisor Management.
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Alerts
Configure the settings for Alert, a vital feature. An alert is issued calling for your
immediate attention in the event of task failure or a task has been running for an
extended period of time.
Alert settings should differ depending on the circumstances and organizations.
Optionally, settings can be customized depending on the alert and emergency levels to
meet your criteria as such that you can lower the alert frequency and configure for
only critical alerts, etc.
For example, configure the alert settings to notify you of license expiration a month
before instead of a week before, and the actual update notification is not required.



Console
The option is provided to remember the window size and location. [Enable Web
Access] is provided to operate ActiveVisor via web browser.



Register Product Key
Register / delete the product key to use for Push Install.
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Backup (Create Backup Task Template)
Launch the agent-based backup template wizard and create a template of a backup task
profile. When deploying a backup task template to multiple client machines in a batch, take
into consideration that the configuration for the respective client machines may differ from
one to another. The hard disk size or volume configuration should be taken into
consideration in creating backup task profile. Addressing this situation, using a predefined
template, you can deploy a pattern-based backup task template to client machines in a batch
and then customize the settings for the respective clients.
When selecting backup source, you can select Disk Layout option for importing the current
configuration of a selected client machine as well as Entire Disks or Volume to create a
template.
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In the Destination dialog, select Local Folder or Network Shared Folder and configure the
settings for Compression and Password Protection. Destination Isolation Option is provided to
disconnects access to backup image storage drives after backups complete.

After configuring the option settings, select [Save] or [Save and Deploy] the template after
reviewing the backup configuration and options.
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Selecting [Save and Deploy] launches [Deploy Dialog] for configuring the settings and
deploying the template which enables uninterrupted operation.
For agentless backup setting (HyperBack), select a client PC which HyperBack agent is
installed and [Create Task] – [HyperBack] in the context menu.

Schedule (Create Backup Schedule Template)
Launch the Schedule Template Wizard to create an agent-based backup schedule template
for deploying to client machines. ActiveImage Protector’s backup task is composed of a
profile with backup settings (backup source, options and destination) and a backup schedule
for determining the task execution timing. As ActiveVisor uses templates, you’ll need to
create templates of backup task profiles and schedules separately enabling flexible backup
task settings. Configure the settings for monthly, weekly or event backup by selecting
available options with ActiveImage Protector on the client PC.
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vStandby (Create vStandby Templates)
Launch the vStandby Template Wizard to guide you through configuring the settings to
create and deploy vStandby task templates.
vStandby was developed based on the concept of keeping a virtual standby replica machine
current in a virtual environment by taking scheduled incremental P2V boot points. vStandby
is now integrated in ActiveImage Protector 2018 which can be operated from ActiveVisor.
vStandby provides an effective software-failure recovery solution. Traditional FT or HA
solutions for real-time synchronization of volumes is focused on protection from hardware
failure and avoids business downtime by quickly switching the hardware resources.
However, traditional FT or HA solutions have a vulnerability with software failure caused by,
for example, ransomware. This is because FT or HA configuration keeps two servers
synchronized and ensures redundancy including software failure. In the event of a system
failure, you’ll need to recover the system from a backup created before the system failure.
vStandby replicates your physical and virtual machines (virtual standby replica) in a virtual
environment, up-dating boot points with scheduled incremental snapshots of changes made
in disks on the source machines. The virtualized boot points ensure a successful roll-back of
the standby virtual machine to a point in time before the system failure. From the backup
point of view, scheduled incremental backups of the virtual replica are automatically created
and virtualized with check points.
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Agent settings (Create Backup Agent Settings Templates)
Create a template of ActiveImage Protector agent settings (ActiveImage Protector installed
on the client machines). Since backup tasks are executed by ActiveImage Protector agent
installed on the client machines, creates and deploys a template of the default setting to the
client machines in a batch. The settings in the deployed template can be updated on client
machines in a batch without the need for a physical visit to the client machines. You can
configure the settings for General, Proxy, Notifications, Deduplication, Alert and Feature
Lock. The main features are provided by ActiveImage Protector, however, the Feature Lock is
unique to ActiveVisor.
When updating the settings in template, you may need to change some settings while the
others remain untouched. Check the box for the items to modify and create a template,
keeping the other items untouched.


General
Configure the settings for the length of time to keep an event log, Backup Option,
Default Performance.
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Proxy
If the client agent uses a proxy server for internet access, specify the server IP
address, user name and password.



Notifications
Configure the settings for E-mail notification for the client machines, different from
ActiveVisor E-mail setting.



Deduplication
Configure the default settings for Deduplication Compression for client machines.
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Alert
Configure the Dashboard Alert settings for client machines.



Feature Lock
ActiveVisor, has a lock to prevent users from making changes on client machines.
Users may make changes to the schedule settings template, delete backup files or
licenses, uninstall a program as PC runs slow; a variety of actions more than system
administrator would have imagined possible.
The Feature Lock enables you to limit the features allowed to users.
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Deploy
Deploy the templates created using the Backup, Schedule, and vStandby task templates, and
Backup Agent Setting Wizards to the managed clients. You can deploy the templates to the
selected clients in a batch and backup and schedule templates may be combined.

ActiveImage Protector manages profiles (backup settings) and schedule settings separately.
You need to create a separate profile for a backup template and schedule settings and deploy
them respectively. Create a backup task by combining the profile and schedule. Also, you can
simplify managing profiles by combining the same profile with different schedules.
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Unique to ActiveVisor, [Delay scheduler for each client xx min] option is provided.
When deploying a schedule template to multiple client machines in a batch, backup tasks
running on numerous clients simultaneously can increase network load. Enabling [Delay
scheduler for each client xx min] option deploys schedules to multiple agents by shifting the
timing with the specified time interval.
By selecting [Deploy Schedule] in [Deploy Dialog], you can delete, disable / enable a backup
schedule and deploy the schedule template to the clients machines in a batch.
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Execution of vStandby task deploys a vStandby template.
The settings configured for Agent Setting can be edited for fine-tuning before deploying the
template to specific client machines in a batch.
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Push Install
To use the client management capabilities, you need to make sure that the ActiveImage
Protector 2018 (b6500) or later agent is installed on the client machines. If an earlier version
is installed, you may be able to monitor the information, however, some of ActiveVisor’s
advanced features will not work.
ActiveImage Protector provides an Auto Update feature. However, the use of Auto Update
feature updates ActiveImage Protector on a number of client machines respectively which
increases the network traffic when ActiveImage Protector is updated on the client machines
at a time. In addition to managing the disparate editions and license types of ActiveImage
Protector installed on each client machine, it’s necessary to update the information about the
client machines ActiveImage Protector is installed.
The ActiveVisor Push Install feature solves these problems by deploying setup files, product
keys, and option settings to multiple clients. Updates and patch programs are deployed to
client machines in a systematic manner.
Setup files include the ActiveImage Protector installer and updater. The Product Key is
provided when you purchased the product. Register the Setup files and product key to
ActiveVisor for repeated use.
Select a target client machines to deploy updates, and select Push Install to start installation
immediately. System restart, if required for upgrading, starts automatically.
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Add Computer
ActiveVisor communicates with Active Directory and automatically adds the computers in the
same domain to the list. You can manually add a client machine, even if the client is not
found as a result of a search or not in the domain.
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Monitoring
You can monitor the status of a specific client machine by adding it to the monitor tray. The
monitor window may be located on the desktop of your PC to keep monitoring the status of a
critical server, so that system administrator can immediately recognize an anomaly, if any.
You can select [Icons] or [Details] in [View]. In [Icons] view, the icons representing the
clients provide immediate recognition of an anomaly.
In [Details] view, you can monitor the client status and the progress of the currently running
tasks.
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Information Display tab
Select the respective tabs to display the corresponding information on the upper side of
console window.

Dashboard tab
Provides a visual representation of Summary and statistical information of collected data,
events, the status of storage, so that you can quickly understand what’s happening. The data
source utilizes log information and regularly updates the internal database, without making
inquiries to clients and increasing network traffic load.

Site Configuration including the site name and location is displayed in the upper left of the
window. In the upper right, the number of discovered clients, task execution status and
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storage statistics are presented in pie charts. The task execution status pie chart, if not
green, warns you that a task execution has failed. If an unmanaged client machine is
discovered, further research can be conducted based on a reasonable assumption that a new
machine has been added to your unit or an old machine has been removed.

Client Tab
Provides a list of client machines in an identical domain or workgroup as well as the
information of computer name, edition, version, the last event, the next scheduled event,
status, alert, and support expiry. You can manage a group of client machines.

Managed, Unmanaged Clients
Select the clients to manage and move them to Managed Clients folder. Drag and drop or
select multiple clients by using the right-click menu. The client machines moved to the
managed client list can be managed by collecting information of the client machines via client
agent, executing functions, etc. Grouping the clients in the list by group folder or by filter
items facilitates a target client search. You cannot select unmanaged client machines for
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monitoring or operation but are located in network computer folder to display their basic
information.
In filter tree view, the managed clients are grouped under the pre-defined filter items. For
example, the clients are grouped by filter items such as license expiration warning, alerted
events, etc., so a system administrator can immediately access the target client.
You can also monitor the client machines managed by other ActiveVisor in the same domain.
Managed Clients
The detailed information of managed clients, including backup status, current task, task log,
task, disk information, destination, alert and event can be displayed for each client. You can
also select the operation to a selected client from the context menu (right-click menu)


Computer Information
Displays detailed information of a client machine.
You can select a specific tab to pin it to home window, so you can quickly access the
information. The details are provided under the categories of user, computer, status,
network and software.
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Status
Backup status of client machines is displayed. A variety of colored alert icons indicates
the backup status according to the predefined thresholds for the number of days a
backup image has not been created.



Currently Running Task
The tasks currently running on the clients are displayed. A progress bar displays the
progression of a running task.



HyperBack
Displays the information of agentless backup (HyperBack) of virtual machines including
the status of the respective VMs, the progress of backup task execution. HyperBack tab
is displayed for the client on which HyperAgent runs.



Task Log
A list of task logs shows a history of tasks executed on specific client machines. In the
same manner as ActiveImage Protector, select the Log ID to display detailed
information.



Task
Displays a list of tasks configured on clients. Right-click on a task in the list to display
the right-click menu and Refresh, Run Full Backup, Run Incremental Backup, Disable,
Edit a backup schedule or Delete.
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Double-click on a task to display the detailed information of the task. Screen
transitions to the edit window in order to edit the information for the respective items.



Disk Information
Displays the information of hard disks connected to the client. A disk map provides the
status information of the respective disks.
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Destination
Displays destination for saving backup images specified in the configured client backup
task. The tasks using the destination storage, total space, used space, and available
space are displayed so that a system administrator can recognize insufficient space in
destination storage.



Alert
The status of the managed computers are displayed with the alert according to the
settings preconfigured in [Site Configuration] – [Alerts]. [Mute] option is provided.



Events
Event Log is displayed for clients. You can search for or specify the time frame of the
Event Log to display.
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Context Menu
Right-click on a client on the list to display the context menu and then you can select an
operation to the client machine.



Select All
Selects all clients in the list.



Refresh All
Updates the client list.



Copy
Copies the client information, including computer name, domain, IP address, OS,
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ActiveImage Protector edition, version, and license type, onto the clipboard.


Push Install
Launches the Push Install dialog displaying the managed client list with the selected
client machines added to the list.



Deploy
Launches the Deploy wizard displaying the managed client list with the selected client
machines added to the list.



Create Task
Creates a task on the target client.
* Agent-based backup
* Agentless backup using HyperBack agent
* vStandby



Refresh
Updates the information displayed on console window.



Send Ping
Running Ping command to the port used for client management, you can test the
network communication with the clients.



Restart client Agent
You can reboot a client agent.



Get Support Info
When contacting Actiphy’s Technical Support, you will be requested to generate and Email support information.
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Config Client Settings
Edit the client settings.
Backup and Standby – Configure Backup / vStandby task settings.
HyperBack – Configure the settings for HyperBack agent.



Do Client Activation
Assign a product key to a client for activation again.



Run Command Line
Launches command line interface on a client machine. The Command line interface is
provided for expert IT staff.



Change Credentials
You need to have system administrator right to obtain the information of client
machine. If the client machine’s administrator account has been setup separately, you
can change it here.



Add to Monitoring
Add a client to monitor target.



Power on
Power on client machine by using Wake On LAN.



Reboot
Reboot the client machine.



Shutdown
Shut down the client machine.



Move to Unmanaged
Moves the selected client machines to the unmanaged list.
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Client Filter
The client list includes all networked client machines. Depending on the size of the
organization, the number of client machines may be enormous. By grouping and sorting the
client machines based on a logical category, you can easily find a client machine for your
purpose. The client machines can be automatically filtered by a predetermined condition
such as HyperAgent installed, impending license expiry, alert issued, no backup schedule,
physical machine, virtual machine, license status, by product key etc., so that you can
immediately display the grouped clients.
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Template
Review the settings configured for the created template. You select [Edit], [Delete],
[Deploy] from the context menu.

Destination Tab
You can display the information of the destination used by backup tasks such as the
available space in the destination storage and which tasks use the same storage as the
destination. If a number of tasks use the same storage as the destination, it can result in a
negative impact on system performance and unsuccessful task execution caused by quick
consumption of available space.
The destination settings are configured from Site Configuration. Or, a destination is added
based on task log analysis of available space in destination storage, data transfer speed,
the associated clients, etc. System administrators can take a corrective action to solve the
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problem that backup tasks failed because of insufficient available space. As destinations
are automatically added based on client log, a system administrator can also monitor the
cross-cutting status of all destinations.


Task Log
Displays task log list using the same destination. You can review the details by
selecting a log ID.



Task
Displays the tasks configured with the destination.



Backup Throughput
Provides graphical presentation of throughput when the backup image was saved.
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File Recovery Tab
A specific file or folder can be restored from an ActiveImage Protector backup image file
to a specified location. This tool works on the local machine which ActiveVisor is installed
and the restored file is saved in the local disk or network shared folder.
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Menu Items
Windows applications menu bars are present at the top of the window and provide access
to a variety of functions. Basic functions are offered by buttons in the menu bar, while
others are accessible by selecting menu items.

Operations
Select [New backup template], [Deploy Template], etc., in the menu to access the
functions.



New backup (agent-based) template



New Schedule Template



New vStandby Template



New Backup Agent Settings Template



Deploy Template
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Client Push Install



Add Computer



Quit

View
Provides console view menu.



Language



Dashboard



Client



Destination



File Recovery



Monitoring
Displays Monitoring pane.



Refresh
Updates the information displayed on console window.
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Preference
Provides the same items as Site Configuration as follows:



Site Configuration



General Settings
Configure the settings for the length of time to keep an event log, auto-discovery of
networked computer, Proxy Settings.



Notifications
Configure the settings for ActiveVisor to send email notifications.



Hypervisors
Register the hypervisor for use in ActiveVisor.



Alerts
Configure the settings for Alerts.



Console
Configure the settings for the ActiveVisor console. The [Remember the previous
window size and location] option is provided.



Register Product Key
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Tool
The following tools are designed for experts and can be started from ActiveVisor.



Run ActiveImage Protector console
When ActiveImage Protector is installed on Manager Server, select this menu item to
launch the ActiveImage Protector console. If you want to use a function that cannot be
managed by ActiveVisor itself, you can operate client machine over a one-to-one
connection with the client.



Run ImageCenter LE
When ImageCenter LE is installed on Manager Server, select this menu item to run
ImageCenter LE. For detailed information about ImageCenter LE, please visit Actiphy’s
Website.



Start ReZoom It!
ReZoom It! starts up if ReZoom It! is installed on Manager server.



Start HyperBoot
Starts up HyperBoot if HyperBoot is installed on Manager Server.



Run Command Line Interface
Launches ActiveVisor’s command line interface for Actiphy’s support staff.
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Help
Provides the following menu items to reference Help, generate support information, etc.



Show Help
Displays online help.



Get support information
When contacting Actiphy’s technical support for their help, you may be requested to
generate and E-mail a support information file. Please select this command to generate
the support information file.



Check for Updates
Checks if the latest update for ActiveVisor is available and automatically installs the
update files.



Change Product Key
Changes ActiveVisor product key.



About
Displays the ActiveVisor version number, product name, console and agent version
information, and license information.
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Web Console
ActiveVisor agent provides Web server feature via Web browser (Chrome is recommended)
which can be operated in the same manner as local consol.
Administrators can manage the remote client machines from any location using the new
browser-based console.
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* For more information about ActiveVisor, please visit:
https://www.actiphy.com/en-us/product/activevisor/
Contact:
Actiphy, Inc.
global-sales@actiphy.com

Copyright © 2021 Actiphy, Inc. All rights reserved worldwide. All other brands and product
names mentioned in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders.
Other brands and product names mentioned in this document are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.
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